Image Guided Surgery System for Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Operation
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Abstract. Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a local enlargement of the abdominal aortic. It can bring 90\% mortality rate when the aneurysm expands gradually until rupture. Clinically, the stent interventional procedure is an effective means of treating the disease, which requires clinicians clearly understand the anatomical structure of abdominal aorta and the aneurysm. In order to reduce the measurement risk and enhance the safety of operation, an image guided surgery (IGS) system is applied into operation. By the system, surgeons can know exactly morphological structure about the lesions and extract concerned parameters during surgery. This paper introduces how 3D models of the abdominal aorta and aneurysm are segmented and reconstructed from CT images, and how appropriate centerline path are extracted and used for internal virtual roaming in these 3D models. Then how tumor diameter is measured through cutting plane perpendicular to computed axis. Clinical applications have shown that such IGS system is practical and helpful in the operation.

Introduction

With high blood pressure, arteriosclerosis and other high risk factors due to the fact of aging population, numbers of cases with abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is increasing rapidly in recent decades. As a common and severe vascular disease, AAA is typically local lesion expansion and lesion diameter of the aorta is significantly than normal [1]. Clinical researches demonstrate that the stent interventional procedure is an effective treatment for AAA [2]. The surgery involves key steps including estimating the anatomical structure and size of the aneurysm and measuring abdominal aortic bifurcation angle. A feasible solution to such problems is to apply an appropriate image guided surgery (IGS) system into the operation.

In a typical IGS system, detailed patient specific anatomic models are usually segmented and reconstructed properly. The actual patient tissues and organs can be registered with the reconstructed models by moving and tracking surgical instruments [3]. The surgeons can get real-time feedback about the relationship between the relative position of the instrument and surrounding anatomic structures [4]. In the case of abdominal aortic aneurysm stent interventional procedures (SIP), IGS can be used to locate the aneurysm in real-time. And in IGS system for SIP, surgeons can also observe internal structure with the assistance of virtual camera during the virtual roaming procedure.

In this paper, a semi-auto segmentation method with some interactive operation is put into use to segment target structure from CT images. Then 3D models are reconstructed using improved surface rendering method. Subsequently, the centerline is extracted by first computing the Voronoi diagram of the aorta surface model as approximation of the medial axis and then computing the minimum cost path between starting point and ending point on the medial axis using Fast Marching algorithm [5] [6]. By determining parameters of the virtual camera, the internal virtual roaming of aorta and the aneurysm can be achieved. For the purpose of tumor diameter measurement, virtual cutting plane at any angle can be obtained as interactive feature in the IGS system. Actual clinical applications have demonstrated that such IGS system is practical and useful in the operation.
Methods

Firstly, this paper introduces a level-set image segmentation algorithm and put it into use of the abdominal aorta and aneurysm segmentation from CT images [7]. And surface model will be reconstructed using surface rendering method based on segmentation results. Secondly, we extract a centerline as the advance path and determine some virtual camera parameters for internal virtual roaming. Thirdly, we obtain certain virtual cutting planes at any angle and display them in screen, which can act as supplied displaying view instead of traditional view along the axial, sagittal and coronal planes. And we can also at any angle with assistance of virtual planes. The overall process is as follows:

Segmentation and reconstruction of the abdominal aorta and aneurysm. In our case of abdominal aorta and aneurysm segmentation, the morphology variety of aorta among patients, the disturbing bifurcations and anatomical structures around the aorta both bring much difficulty to the segmentation process. In our IGS system, the Fast Marching level set method is selected to segment the abdominal aorta and the aneurysm, which can deal with the interference of gray scale and noise as well as reserve topological details during the evolution of surfaces.

Boundary curve on a two-dimensional plane or boundary surface on three-dimensional space both can be regard as zero level set of a higher dimensional space level set function, while the evolution of level set function within the constraints of differential equations. Therefore, evolution of the border can be obtained by solving the zero level set. The level set is always defined with implicit function. The zero level set move along the gradient direction which is exactly Hamilton-Jacobi equation and evolution of object boundaries can be obtained by solving this partial differential equation. Another problem that should be pay attention to is updating zero level set in global domain require large amount of computation. One feasible solution is only taking the pixels within a narrow range of current border by fast marching method. The growth order of calculation can be reduced from $O(N^3)$ to $O(N \log N)$.

Generally, there are three key points in fast marching level set segmentation method including initial value of the level set function, form of speed function and updating zero level set. In our method, it can be expressed as following four basic steps.

Step1. apply Gaussian low-pass filter to the original image for removing image noise.

Step2. compute gradient and put it into use of sigmoid function, which can widen interest gray scale range through nonlinear transformation. Then we get target Speed Image.

Step3. select seed points manually in the three-dimensional tomographic slice as initial position of the evolution boundaries, and set stopping time to generate Time Crossing Map (optimal value is 50 in our system).

Step4. select proper crossing time based on Time Crossing Image to determine segmentation area, and mask on the original image to get the final segmentation results.

Fig 1. (a) Original DICOM slice and (b) its gradient image after Gaussian smoothing filter with $\sigma = 1.2$. (c) The sigmoid filtered image of (b) (alpha = -10.0).
Fig 1 (a)…(c) reveals the generation process of speed image. And it should be noticed that the alpha parameter of sigmoid function is better to be set as negative, which can achieve so-called anti-color effect and is beneficial for subsequent processing.

Fig 2 illustrates the effect of different stopping time. By six contrast time-crossing map we can find that the target area for segmentation has been nearly complete when $T_s$ is 50. When $T_s$ increase to 100, the target area boundary is still not arrived indicates that speed image generated from gradient feature can inhibit the evolution boundary. When $T_s$ is set to 200, the evolution boundary have arrived some non-target area while some portions of the target area boundary still has not been get.

After getting segmentation results, surface rendering method is chosen for reconstruction step instead of volume rendering method. In order to retain more local details, volume rendering method needs traversal all voxels and cause huge computational overhead. Considering actual rendering speed of our IGS system, surface rendering will be more proper for final reconstruction model.

**Centerline extraction and internal virtual roaming based on reconstructed 3D model.** The abdominal aorta and aneurysm is tube-like structure on the whole. Therefore a centerline of the 3D model can be selected as the virtual roaming path. Various centerline extraction methods have been proposed in past decades. Basically, these methods can be divided into two classes, one is based on three-dimensional volume data, and the other is based on three-dimensional boundary surface. In our IGS system, the latter method is applied into centerline extraction. And the specific implementation is finding least-cost path in Voronoi diagram [9].

Firstly, we can calculate the medial axis for the closed tubular tissue represented by boundary surfaces using computer graphics methods. According to definition of Voronoi diagram, the distances of any point on it to all recent sampling points are equal. Therefore the Voronoi diagram can be regarded as an equivalent axial. According to duality between the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay Triangulation, we can get the Voronoi region boundary set of surface rendering 3D model with the closed triangular surface models for Delaunay Triangulation. After the above steps, an approximate medial axis can be obtained and the corresponding distance field boundary can also be constructed at the same time, which consists of all inscribed sphere radius of each point in medial axis.
Secondly, set starting and ending points manually considering interference of local vascular bi-furcation. And calculate arrival time from the start point of arriving at any point in medial axis. Then starting from the end point and backtracking along the gradient direction of arrival time, we can get corresponding centerline from the track.

After completing the centerline extraction, we carry out equidistant sampling on the centerline and apply the down-sampling point as a roaming connection path. Then determine certain camera parameters such as camera focus, camera view and the camera towards clipping plane and begin final virtual roaming.

**Interactively cutting virtual plane at any angle and measuring concerned parameters.** In order to measure the aneurysm with irregular shape, the system allows select the virtual tomographic slices at any angle interactively. A virtual slice is in fact a plane, which can be uniquely determined by a point and the normal vector. In actual operation, a fixed step size that indicates the smallest movement in corresponding direction will be set. Gray value anywhere on actual virtual slice is obtained by mapping 2D coordinates to 3D space and calculating original volume data with linear interpolation.

**Results**

We evaluate our method and the IGS system by some real clinical medical image data from patients. The abdominal aorta and aneurysm can be segmented and reconstructed by the method integrated into the IGS system. And by extracting centerline of reconstructed 3D model as path, complete virtual roaming process can be achieved. The clinical surgeons also measure the aneurysm by selecting virtual slice and get relatively accurate result. The clinical surgeons think that the accuracy of measuring is acceptable, and such IGS system is practical and helpful in guiding the surgery. Next we put some intermediate processing results.
Conclusion

This paper introduces an IGS system are built and applied into the operation for AAA. In the system, 3D models of the abdominal aorta and aneurysm are segmented and reconstructed from raw CT images. And with extracted centerline, virtual roaming process can be carried out in reconstructed 3D model. The system also provides surgeons accessibility for selecting virtual slice interactively. And tumor diameter can be measured on virtual plane. Clinical experiments have shown the validity and feasibility of our techniques in our IGS system for the operation.
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